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The more innovative your idea, the more likely it is that you will face resistance from other 
people. To make your innovation happen, though, it is crucial that you get the support of a 
large network of people. You need to enlist the power and influence of others around you, but 
in doing so, you should never give away your own power. The sponsor doesn’t enroll you—
rather, you enroll the sponsor.

How do you choose the right sponsor for your idea? Ask yourself these questions:
• Who has the power? 
• Who has the responsibility?
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There are four kinds of stakeholders:

 

The people who have a high degree of responsibility to make the innovation happen but don’t 
have a lot of power are the agents. YOU are the agent of your innovation.

The people who have a high degree of power but don’t have a lot of responsibility for the 
innovation are advocates. These individuals can recommend an innovation but not necessarily 
sanction it. You can have a lot of advocates, but you shouldn’t depend on them.

The people with little power and little responsibility are associates. These are individuals to 
enroll over time. At the end of the day, you might even give them credit for your innovation 
because they feel like they’re protecting something sacred.

The people with both high power and high responsibility are sponsors. When you launch your 
innovation, there will initially be a lot of variability and very little impact. But as time goes on, 
you will need real resources, such as funding and additional team members. As you focus your 
initiative, you will also make more impact in the organization, which also means increasing 
and escalating resistance. It’s your sponsors’ role to protect you, but they ultimately protect 
themselves. Therefore, you need to pick sponsors who stand to gain something from your 
initiative whether or not you are involved. 
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ADVOCATES

Those who recommend an 
innovation but cannot sanction it

ASSOCIATES

Those who must change their roles 
to accommodate innovation

SPONSORS

Those who have power to 
legitimate innovation

AGENTS

Those responsible for making 
innovation happen
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In seeking out stakeholders, you need to think about people who can either make innovation 
happen or stop it from happening. Take a realistic approach—not an optimistic approach.  
You need to be logical and pragmatic about choosing the right people to support your project. 
Are these people who will make it happen? Help it happen? Do nothing? Hinder it?

Key Stakeholders Hinder It Do Nothing Help It Happen Make It Happen

 
Look at the current position of each of the stakeholders and their potential effect on your 
initiative. Think about where you need to move people so that they can benefit you the most. 
Remember that their positions are not fixed—you can communicate with and teach them as 
you position them in the ideal spot to make your project successful. Identify the most important 
stakeholder or stakeholder group that can give you the maximum impact on the success of 
your project. For example, if an important stakeholder is hindering your project, move them to a 
position where they’ll simply have no effect on it in order to eliminate this potential setback.

Key 
Stakeholders

Hinder It Do Nothing Help It 
Happen

Make It 
Happen

Person A

Person B

Person C

Person D

Person E

Person F
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There is a sequence, or a series of guidelines, when it comes to enrolling stakeholders:

Start with communication. Let other people talk about your ideas in their own terms. This 
makes them feel comfortable and personally invested and helps you build a rapport with these 
potential stakeholders. 

If communication doesn’t work, try participation. Ask the people you’re trying to recruit what 
they would do. If they share with you ideas you already had, give them credit. If they offer 
criticisms, incorporate those into your project.

Facilitation is a strategy of enrollment that introduces a third party. This impartial third-party 
individual acts a mediator between you and your prospective sponsors.

The next step in stakeholder enrollment is negotiation. People often resist supporting 
innovations because they have something to lose if they join your project. If you want to win 
them over, you need to remedy this: give them something to gain.

Manipulation sounds like a negative term but it doesn’t have to be. This is about influencing 
people to do something that’s good for them while they themselves are unable to see that 
benefit. You need to let them know that you have their best interests in mind.

Coercion is the final and most extreme possibility for managing resistance to your innovation 
idea. You need to have power in order to successfully do this. This is either the power to fire 
someone or the power to quit yourself. There is an enormous amount of risk in coercion, but it 
doesn’t take a lot of time to do it. The opposite is true of communication: there is very little risk 
in communicating with someone, but it can take a long time to build a rapport with others.
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When negotiating with future stakeholders, it is useful to account for the things that they stand 
to lose and gain from your project. If what they have to gain is larger than what they might 
lose, you need to promote those things. If what they have to lose is larger than what they might 
gain, you need to sweeten the pot and make it worth their risk. Always communicate your idea 
in terms of what’s in it for them, in three simple points. Tell them what success looks like and 
what the next steps are to seal the deal.

Hot Spots Plus Minus

Financial

Security

In/Convenience

Satisfaction

Manner of change

Cultural beliefs

Other

 
When you’re talking to potential stakeholders, take into consideration their dominant logic and 
tailor the way you communicate to their own way of seeing. Speak their language. If you’re 
talking to a green thinker, be enthusiastic and energetic and ask open-ended questions. If you’re 
talking to a red thinker, provide details and explain things in a sequential order. If you’re talking 
to a yellow thinker, talk about personal experiences and put the person at ease. If you’re talking 
to a blue thinker, get to the point and use quantifiable facts to illustrate your points.
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• Talk about personal experiences
• Tell stories
• Smile
• Express emotions
• Put the person at ease
• Think out loud
• Use nonverbal gestures
• Acknowledge the role of intuition
• Recognize important spiritual symbols

• Be enthusiastic and energetic
• Look at the big picture
• Expect to be interrupted in mid-sentence
• Draw concepts
• Use metaphors
• Look at the future
• Make it conceptually sound and clear
• Ask open-ended questions
• Explore how the pieces fit together

• Provide details
• Be neat and on-time
• Follow the rules
• Explain in sequential order
• Conform to accepted esprit de corps
• Ask close-ended questions
• Provide detailed data
• Demonstrate how it works

• Get to the point and summarize
• Be logical and analytical
• Critically confront the downside
• Use quantifiable facts to illustrate points
• Be very matter-of-fact
• Don’t get emotional
• Show personal ownership
• Demonstrate a biased towards action
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Keep in mind these key points:
• Select an area in crisis or with exceptional performance
• Remember to pilot the innovation first
• Identify assistors & resistors and focus only on key stakeholders
• Follow the acceptance-gaining sequence: there’s always a tradeoff between time and risk
• Every project needs a compelling story
• Communicate in the values of the stakeholders
• Diversify your initiatives and show small wins
•  Work to understand what resistant stakeholders lose from the innovation and identify 

potential remedies
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1. Who do you need to support your innovation initiatives? Why?

2. What do these stakeholders want? Why?

3.  How are you going to give them what they want?

• Harmony
• Service
• Legacy

• Newness
• Freedom
• Creativity

• Promotion
• Perfection
• Order

• Money
• Power
• Prestige
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